7 SAYING WITHOUT SPEAKING
I.

Date: ________

Identify the following facial expressions and write the
correct word using the help box.

angry

Sad happy

confused cry shocked

II. Match the following
a) People who cannot hear

_

Dumb

b) People who cannot speak

_

Blind

c) People who cannot see

_

Lame

d) People who cannot walk

_

Deaf

III.Fill in the blanks
1. People who cannot speak and hear use _________________ to learn things.
2. In dance, ____________ and ______________ help us to convey feelings.
3. Babies express themselves through ____________and body movement.

Teacher’s sign:______________

Grade: __________
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Date: ________

8 FLYING HIGH

I.

Identify the birds and write their names below:

Vulture
Parrot
Owl

Dove
Peacock
Woodpecker

Sparrow
Eagle
Swan
Cock
Duck
Humming bird
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II. Special features of Birds
1. Birds have ___________ legs. ( two /four)
2. Birds have a ______________ body. ( hollow / solid)
3. Birds are animals which have ____________. ( hands / wings )

III. Following are the pictures of flightless birds. Write their names
correctly.

WIKI

SORITCH

_____________

___________

NEPUIGN
____________

MEU
__________

IV.WATCH A BEAK

Strong and hooked beak

Short, Hard and

Eg : __________

Broad and Flat Beak

pointed Beak

Eg: _____________

Eg: __________

Sharp, strong and pointed Beak

Strong , sharp and hooked bea

Eg: ____________________

Eg: ______________

Teacher’s sign:______________

Grade: __________
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9 IT’S RAINING
I.

Date:_______

Complete the word web

RAIN

II.

Name the things needed for a plant to grow
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III. Fill in the blanks
Farmer

droop

plants

living

Food

1. Heavy rain causes affects the people , building , animals,
and_____________
2. When there is no rain fall plants ____________ and die.
3. _____________ usually suffer due to less rain fall
4. After rains plants grow well and there is no scarcity of _________
5. Animals need water for their ____________

IV.

Look at the picture colour it and fill in the blanks

1. This is the picture of _____________
2. It has ____________ colours .
3. They are Violet , __________, _____________, __________,
_____________,__________, and _____________

Teacher’s sign:______________
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Grade: __________

10 WHAT IS COOKING

Date:______

I.

Write the name of the utensils

II.

Write the fuels used in the following.

__________________

______________________

__________________

______________________

_________________________
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______________________

III. Name one food item prepared by the following methods of
the cooking
a) Boiling

Boiling

__________________

Frying

__________________

Roasting __________________
Baking

__________________

Steaming _________________

IV. Put the number in the correct order of making soup
1. Add tomato , onion, jeera and coriander leaves
2. Filter and add pepper powder
3. Add salt and pour water
4. Cut vegetables
5. Boil and grind in the mixi
6. Delicious vegetable soup is ready.

Teacher’s sign:______________
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Grade: _________

11 FROM HERE TO THERE
I.

Date:______

Observe the following means of transports and write in
correct column:

Land Transport

Water Transport

Air Transport

II. Match the different vehicles with their uses
a) Postal van

To plough the field

b) Tractor

To sell vegetables

c) Hand cart

To carry patients

d) Ambulance

To put off fire

e) Fire engine

To carry letters
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III. Choose the right fuel for the following transport
Petrol Diesel CNG Electricity
a) Car, Bus ____________
b) Metro rail ____________
c) Aeroplane ___________
d)Ship

______________

e) Auto

_____________

IV. Write the animals which are used in transportation.

V. Name any three vehicles which run without wheels.
a) __________________
b) __________________
c) __________________
Teacher’s sign:______________
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Grade: __________

12 WORK WE DO
I.

Date:______

Identify the helpers and name them

______________

_______________

_____________

________________

________________

_____________

________________

_______________

_____________
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II.

Match the following

a) Doctor

To cut hair

b) Barber

To treat sick people

c) Mechanic

To sell vegetables

d) Vender

To repair the vehicles

e) Post man

To put off fire

f) Fire fighter

To deliver letters

III. Observe the things and write the helper who uses
the following

_________________

___________________

__________________

________________

Teacher’s sign:______________

Grade: _________
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